
The Room Three

**About The Room Three**

The Room Three is the sequel of the popular and award-winning physics puzzles “The Room” and

“The Room Two”. As in the previous games, it is important to decode objects with some tricky

opening mechanisms in order to discover the secret of the "The Craftsman".

In The Room Three you will find yourself on a remote and deserted island. The mysterious

"Craftsman" has left you numerous puzzles to solve. Search dark rooms, decrypt objects and

reveal the secret of “The Craftsman". To progress in the game, you'll need to examine, twist or turn

numerous items, and discover their hidden opening mechanism. If you manage to open or decode

the item, you will receive a new clue or object that can be used later in the game. If you are stuck

with some objects, you can use helpful hints during the game.

**The Room Three - Features:**

- Explore objects and rooms: As in the previous games of the award-wining puzzle series, The

Room Three awaits you with various dark spaces where there is much to discover and decode. On

tables or stools, for example, there are many mysterious devices, boxes or objects whose secret

you must uncover. Most of the time, your goal is to find a hidden mechanism. For this you have to

turn, rotate or move the object. All inspections are easy to do by tapping and swiping with your

fingers. If you decrypt the hidden mechanism and the artifact reveals its secret, you will usually

receive a new hint or an object that can be used to solve the great mystery of the "The Craftsman".

- Use hints: In The Room Three you will always have to deal with objects that are not that easy to

open. If you are stuck with an object, you'll find helpful hints. The longer you need to decode the

object, the more direct and accurate the hints will be. In order that you will never be prevented

from playing further and get stuck in the middle of the game, the hints will at some point show you

an approximate guide on how to decode the object.

Conclusion: Similar to its predecessor games, The Room Three convinces with brilliant physics

puzzles, an atmospheric sound and a scary mood that will captivate you from the very first

second. 


